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In	a	3	phase	induction	motor	the	maximum	torque

In	a	3	phase	induction	motor	the	maximum	torque	is	obtained	at	starting	if.	In	a	3	phase	induction	motor	the	maximum	torque	mcq.

Machine	that	converts	electricity	into	mechanical	energy	for	other	types	of	engines,	see	the	engine	(disambiguation).	For	a	railroad	engine,	see	the	electric	locomotive.	Animation	showing	the	operation	of	a	brushed	DC	electric	motor.	An	electric	motor	is	an	electric	machine	that	converts	electricity	into	mechanical	energy.	Most	electric	motors
operate	through	the	interaction	between	the	motor	magnetic	field	and	the	electric	current	in	a	wire	winding	to	generate	force	in	the	form	of	a	torque	applied	on	the	engine	shaft.	Electric	motors	can	be	powered	by	DC	sources,	such	as	batteries	or	rectifiers	or	current	sources	(AC),	such	as	a	power	grid,	such	as	an	electrical	network,	inverters	or
electric	generators.	An	electric	generator	is	mechanically	identical	to	an	electric	motor,	but	works	with	an	inverted	energy	flow,	convert	mechanical	energy	to	electric	energy.	Electric	motors	can	be	classified	by	considerations	such	as	power	type,	internal	construction,	application	and	movement	output	type.	In	addition	to	AC	types	against	DC,	motors
can	be	brushed	or	brushless,	can	be	of	various	phases	(see	monophase,	double	phase	or	three-phase)	and	can	be	cooled	with	air	or	liquid	cooled.	The	generic	motors	with	standard	dimensions	and	characteristics	offer	a	comfortable	mechanical	power	for	industrial	use.	The	largest	electric	motors	are	used	for	ship	propulsion,	gas	pipeline	compression
and	pumped	storage	applications	with	ratings	reaching	100	megawatts.	The	electric	motors	are	in	industrial	fans,	blowers	and	pumps,	machine	tools,	household	appliances,	electrical	tools	and	disk	drives.	Small	engines	can	be	found	in	electric	watches.	In	certain	applications,	such	as	in	regenerative	braking	with	traction	engines,	electric	motors	can
be	used	on	the	contrary	as	generators	to	recover	energy	that	could	otherwise	be	lost	as	heat	and	friction.	Electric	motors	produce	linear	or	rotary	force	(pair)	intended	to	push	an	external	mechanism,	such	as	a	fan	or	an	elevator.	An	electric	motor	is	generally	designed	for	continuous	rotation	or	for	linear	motion	on	a	significant	distance	compared	to
its	size.	Magnetic	solenoids	are	also	transducers	that	convert	electrical	power	to	mechanical	movement,	but	can	produce	movement	on	a	limited	distance.	Electric	motors	are	much	more	efficient	than	the	other	main	motor	used	in	industry	and	transport,	the	internal	combustion	engine	(ICE);	Electric	motors	are	usually	over	95%	efficient	in	efficiency
while	CIEMs	are	well	below	50%.	They	are	also	light,	physically	smaller,	they	are	mechanically	simpler	and	cheaper	to	build,	canan	instant	couple	and	consistent	at	any	speed,	can	be	performed	on	electricity	generated	by	renewable	sources	and	do	not	discharge	carbon	in	the	atmosphere.	For	these	reasons	electric	motors	are	replacing	internal
combustion	in	transport	and	industry,	although	their	use	in	vehicles	is	currently	limited	by	the	high	cost	and	weight	of	batteries	that	can	provide	a	sufficient	range	of	expenses.	expenses.View	through	induction	engine	stator.	Main	article:	History	of	the	electric	motor	Engine	First	electromagnetic	experiments	of	Faraday,	1821	[1]	Before	modern
electromagnetic	motors,	experimental	engines	that	have	worked	for	electrostatic	strength	have	been	studied.	The	first	electric	motors	were	simple	electrostatic	devices	described	in	experiments	of	the	Scottish	Monaco	Andrew	Gordon	and	American	Experiment	Benjamin	Franklin	in	1740.	[2]	[3]	The	theoretical	principle	behind	them,	the	law	of
Coulomb,	was	discovered	but	not	published,	From	Henry	Cavendish	in	1771.	This	law	was	discovered	regardless	of	Charles-Augustin	de	Coulomb	in	1785,	who	published	so	that	it	was	now	known	by	his	name.	[4]	Due	to	the	difficulty	of	generating	the	high	voltages	necessary,	electrostatic	motors	have	never	been	used	for	practical	purposes.	The
invention	of	the	Alexander	Volta	electrochemical	battery	in	1799	[5]	made	the	production	of	persistent	electric	currents	possible.	Hans	Christian	Ã	Ãºrsted	discovered	in	1820	that	an	electric	current	creates	a	magnetic	field,	which	can	exert	a	force	on	a	magnet.	It	took	a	few	weeks	for	AndrÃ	©	-Marie	AmpÃ¨re	to	develop	the	first	formulation	of
electromagnetic	interaction	and	presenting	the	strength	of	the	AmpÃ¨re,	who	described	the	production	of	mechanical	strength	through	the	interaction	of	an	electric	current	And	of	a	magnetic	field.	[6]	The	first	demonstration	of	the	effect	with	a	rotary	movement	was	given	by	Michael	Faraday	in	1821.	A	free	tear	thread	was	immersed	in	a	mercury
pool,	on	which	a	permanent	magnet	(PM)	was	placed.	When	a	current	passed	through	the	thread,	the	thread	rotated	around	the	magnet,	showing	that	the	current	gave	rise	to	a	circular	magnetic	field	near	the	wire.	[7]	This	engine	is	often	demonstrated	in	physical	experiments,	replacing	brine	for	mercury	(toxic).	The	Barlow	wheel	was	a	first
improvement	to	this	demonstration	of	Faraday,	although	these	and	similar	homopular	motors	remained	unsuitable	for	the	practical	application	until	the	end	of	the	century.	Jedlik's	"Electromagnetic	Self-Rotor",	1827	(Applied	Arts	Museum,	Budapest).	The	historic	engine	still	works	perfectly	today.	[8]	An	electric	motor	presented	in	Kelvin	by	James
Joule	in	1842,	Hunterian	Museum,	Glasgow	in	1827,	Hungarian	physicist	is	Nyos	Jedlik	began	to	experience	electromagnetic	coils.	After	Jedlik	resolved	the	technical	problems	of	continuous	rotation	with	the	invention	of	the	commutator,	he	called	his	first	"self-rotor	electromagnetic"	devices.	Although	they	were	used	only	for	teaching,	in	1828	Jedlik
demonstrated	the	first	device	to	contain	the	three	main	components	of	practical	DC	motors:	the	stator,	the	rotor	and	the	switch.	The	device	did	not	use	permanent	magnets,	as	the	magnetic	fields	of	stationary	and	revolving	components	were	produced	From	the	currents	flowing	through	their	winding	[9]	[11]	[13]	[14]	[15]	Main	article:	DC	motor	The
first	DC	electric	motor	switch	capable	of	turning	machinery	was	invented	by	The	scientist	William	Sturgeon	in	1832.	[16]	Following	the	work	of	Sturgeon,	a	direct	current	electric	motor	of	the	switch	was	built	by	the	American	inventor	Thomas	Davenport	and	his	wife	Emily	Davenport,	[17]	which	patented	in	1837.	The	engines	recorded	up	to	600
revolutions	per	minute,	machines	Tools	and	printing.	[18]	Due	to	the	high	cost	of	the	primary	battery,	the	engines	were	commercially	unsuccessful	and	failed	Davenport.	Different	inventors	followed	Sturgeon	in	the	development	of	DC	motors,	but	everyone	met	the	same	battery	cost	problems.	Because	no	electricity	distribution	system	was	available,
no	practical	commercial	market	has	emerged	for	these	engines.	[19]	After	many	other	attempts	more	or	less	successful	with	a	relatively	weak	rotary	and	mutual	appliance,	Prussian	/	Russian	Moritz	von	Jacobi	created	the	first	real	rotary	electric	motor	in	May	1834.	He	has	developed	considerable	power	of	mechanical	output.	The	engine	of	him
stabiled	a	world	record,	which	Jacobi	improved	four	years	later	in	September	1838.	[20]	The	second	engine	of	him	was	powerful	enough	to	drive	a	boat	with	14	people	through	a	wide	river.	It	was	also	in	1839/40	that	other	developers	managed	to	build	engines	with	similar	and	higher	performance.	In	1855,	Jedlik	built	a	device	using	principles	similar
to	those	used	in	his	electromagnetic	self-rotors	who	was	able	to	work.	[9]	[15]	He	built	an	electric	vehicle	model	in	the	same	year.	[21]	An	important	turning	point	arrived	in	1864,	when	Antonio	Pacinotti	described	for	the	first	time	the	reel	(although	initially	conceived	in	a	DC	generator,	ie	a	dynamo).	[6]	This	presented	closed	closed	symmetrical	coils
on	themselves	and	connected	to	the	bars	of	a	switch,	whose	brushes	delivered	practically	non-fluctuating	current.	[22]	[23]	The	first	Commercial	success	DC	motors	followed	the	developments	of	Zé	Nobe	Gramme	which,	in	1871,	reinvented	the	design	of	Pacinotti	and	adopted	some	solutions	from	Werner	Siemens.	An	advantage	for	the	DC	machines
derives	from	the	discovery	of	the	reversibility	of	the	electric	machine,	announced	by	Siemens	in	1867	and	observed	by	Pacinotti	in	1869.	[6]	Gramme	was	accidentally	demonstrated	at	the	Vienna	World	Fair	of	1873,	when	he	connected	two	DC	devices	Up	to	2	km	from	each	other,	using	one	of	them	as	a	generator	and	the	other	as	a	motor.	[24]	The
drum	rotor	was	introduced	by	Friedrich	von	Hefner-Alteness	of	Siemens	&	Halske	to	replace	Pacinotti	ring	armor	in	1872,	thus	improving	the	efficiency	of	the	machine.	[6]	The	laminated	rotor	was	introduced	by	Siemens	&	Halske	the	following	year,	obtaining	reduced	iron	losses	and	induced	voltages.	In	1880	Jonas	WenStrÃ¶m	provided	to	the	slot
rotor	for	the	winding	housing,	further	increasing	efficiency.	In	1886	Frank	Julian	Invented	the	first	practical	DC	engine,	a	non-sparking	device	that	maintained	relatively	constant	speed	under	variable	loads.	Other	electrical	inventions	Sprague	about	this	time	considerably	improved	electric	electric	grid	(The	preventive	work	carried	out	while	employed
by	Thomas	Edison),	allowed	power	from	electric	motors	to	be	returned	to	the	grid,	provided	for	the	distribution	of	electricity	to	the	trolleys	via	general	wires	and	the	trolley	pole	and	control	systems	provided	for	electrical	operations.	This	allowed	Sprague	to	use	electric	motors	to	invent	the	first	electric	trolley	system	in	1887,	88	in	Richmond,	Virginia,
the	electric	elevator	and	control	system	in	1892	and	the	electric	subway	with	independently	powered	centralized	controller	cars.	The	latter	was	first	installed	in	1892	in	Chicago	by	the	South	Side	elevated	railroad,	where	it	became	popularly	known	as	the	“L.”	The	Sprague	engine	and	related	inventions	led	to	an	explosion	of	interest	and	use	in	electric
motors	for	industry.	The	development	of	electric	motors	of	acceptable	efficiency	has	been	delayed	for	several	decades	by	the	failure	to	recognise	the	extreme	importance	of	an	airspace	between	the	rotor	and	the	stator.	Efficient	designs	have	a	comparatively	small	air	gap.	[25]	[A]	The	St.	Louis	engine,	used	long	in	classrooms	to	illustrate	the	principles
of	the	engine,	is	extremely	inefficient	for	the	same	reason,	as	well	as	nothing	like	a	modern	engine.	[26]	The	electric	motors	industry	revolutionized.	Industrial	processes	were	no	longer	limited	by	power	transmission	using	line	shafts,	belts,	compressed	air	or	hydraulic	pressure.	Instead,	each	machine	could	be	equipped	with	its	own	power	source,
providing	easy	control	at	the	point	of	use	and	improving	the	efficiency	of	power	transmission.	Electric	motors	applied	in	agriculture	have	removed	human	and	animal	muscle	energy	from	such	tasks	as	grain	handling	or	pumping	water.	The	family	uses	(such	as	in	washing	machines,	dishwashers,	fans,	air	conditioners	and	refrigerators	(replacing	ice
boxes))	of	electric	motors	reduced	the	â,	and	made	possible	higher	standards	of	comfort,	comfort	and	safety.	Today,	electric	motors	consume	more	than	half	of	the	electricity	produced	in	the	United	States.	[27]	Main	article	of	AC	motors:	AC	motor	in	1824,	the	French	physicist	FranÃ§ois	Arago	formulated	the	existence	of	rotating	magnetic	fields,
called	the	Arago	rotations,	which,	by	manually	turning	on	and	off	manually,	Walter	Baily	demonstrated	in	1879	as	in	fact	the	first	primitive	induction	motor.	[28]	[29]	[30]	[31]	In	the	1880s	many	inventors	were	trying	to	develop	functional	AC	motors	[32]	because	the	advantages	of	AC	in	long-voltage	high-voltage	transmission	were	offset	by	the
inability	to	operate	AC	motors.	The	first	AC	induction	engine	was	invented	by	Galileo	Ferrari	in	1885.	Ferraris	was	in	to	improve	his	first	design	by	producing	more	advanced	configurations	in	1886.	[33]	In	1888,	the	Royal	Academy	of	Science	of	Turin	published	Ferraris'	research	on	the	foundations	of	motor	operation,	although	concluding	at	that	time
that	“the	apparatus	based	on	this	principle	could	not	be	of	any	commercial	importance	as	an	engine.”	[31]	[34]	[35]	[36]	[37]	[38]	[39]	[40]	[41]	[42]	[43]	[44]	[45]	[Excessive	quotations]	Industrial	development	was	imagined	by	Nikola	Tesla,	which	invented	independently	of	its	induction	engine	in	1887	and	obtained	a	patent	in	May	1888.	In	the	same
year,	Tesla	presented	its	document	a	new	alternative	engine	system	and	transformers	In	the	airee	that	described	three	two	patents	-fase	types	of	four-stapor-pole	engines:	one	with	a	four-pole	rotor	that	forms	a	non-self-starting	reluctance	engine,	another	with	a	wound	rotor	that	forms	an	induction	engine	Auto-initial	and	the	third	synchronous	motor
with	separately	separately	supply	DC	to	the	vulggio	of	the	rotor.	One	of	the	Tesla	patents	deposited	in	1887,	however,	also	described	a	short-circuit	rotary	induction	motor.	George	Westinghouse,	who	had	already	acquired	Ferraris	rights	(US	$	1,000),	immediately	purchased	Tesla	patents	(US	$	60,000	more	$	2.50	for	Sold	HP,	paid	up	to	1897),	[33]
Tesla	employed	for	Develop	its	engines	and	assigned	to	CF	Scott	to	help	Tesla;	However,	Tesla	started	for	other	activities	in	1889.	[31]	[39]	[42]	[43]	[44]	[45]	[46]	[47]	[48]	[49]	[50]	[51]	[52	]	[53]	[excessive	quotes]	The	constant	AC	induction	motor	has	not	been	suitable	for	road	cars,	[32],	but	Westinghouse	engineers	have	successfully	adapted	to
feed	a	mining	operation	in	Telluride,	Colorado	in	1891.	[54]	[55]	[56]	Westinghouse	has	reached	its	first	practical	induction	engine	in	1892	and	has	developed	a	line	of	Polyphse	60	Hertz	induction	motors	in	1893,	but	these	WestingHouse	engines	were	two-phase	engines	With	wound	rotors.	B.G.	LAMPS	Later	has	developed	a	rotary	bar	wrapping
rotor.	[46]	Steadfast	in	its	promotion	of	three-phase	development,	Mikhail	Dolevo-Dobrovolsky	invented	the	three-phase	induction	motor	in	1889,	of	both	types	of	cage	rotor	and	wound	rotor	with	an	initial	rheostat	and	three-limb	transformer	in	1890.	After	An	agreement	between	AEG	and	Maschinenfabrik	Oerlikon,	Doliwo-Dobrowolski	and	Charles
Eugene	Lancelot	Brown	has	developed	larger	models,	ie	a	20	HP	squirrel	cage	and	a	100	HP	wound	rotor	with	a	starting	rheostat.	These	were	the	first	three-phase	asynchronous	motors	suitable	for	practical	operation.	[33]	From	1889,	similar	developments	of	three-phase	machinery	were	started	WENSTRÃƒÂ¶m.	At	the	1891	International	Frankfurt
Electrotechnical	Exhibition,	the	first	long-distance	three-phase	system	was	successfully	presented.	It	was	estimated	at	15	kV	and	extended	over	175	km	from	Lauffen	waterfall	on	the	Neckar	river.	The	lauffen	power	plant	included	an	alternator	from	86	V	40	HE	and	a	step-by-step	transformer	while	at	the	show	a	step-down	transformer	has	powered	a
100	hp	three-phase	induction	motor	that	has	powered	an	artificial	waterfall,	which	represents	the	transfer	of	the	'original	source	of	[33]	Three-phase	induction	is	now	used	for	the	vast	majority	of	commercial	applications.	[57]	[58]	Mikhail	Dolevo-Dobrovolsky	said	that	the	Tesla	engine	was	not	practical	because	of	three-phase	pulsations,	which
prompted	him	to	persist	in	his	three-phase	work.	[59]	The	general	electric	company	began	to	develop	three-phase	induction	engines1891.	[46]	In	1896,	General	Electric	and	Westinghouse	signed	a	cross-licensing	agreement	for	the	design	of	the	Bar-Winding-Rotor,	then	called	Calamari	rotor.	[46]	Improvements	of	induction	motors	that	derive	from
these	inventions	and	innovations	were	such	that	a	100	horsepower	induction	motor	currently	has	the	same	size	of	mounting	a	7.5	horsepower	engine	in	1897.	[46]	motor	rotor	components	Electric	(left)	and	stator	(right)	electrically,	a	motor	consists	of	two	components	that	move	one	compared	to	the	other	and	forming	together	a	magnetic	circuit:	[60]
This	part	creates	a	magnetic	field	that	passes	through	L	'armor.	Usually	it	is	a	set	of	electromagnets	surrounding	the	rotor,	consisting	of	wrapping	of	wire	on	a	ferromagnetic	iron	core	driving	the	magnetic	field.	Alternatively	it	can	be	one	or	more	permanent	magnets.	Armor	-	This	is	the	part	through	which	the	electric	current	flows	that	develops
strength.	Like	field	coils,	it	consists	of	wrapping	thread	on	a	ferromagnetic	nucleus.	When	the	electricity	passes	through	the	wire	the	magnetic	field	from	the	field	magnet	exerts	a	force	on	it,	called	the	Lorentz	force,	turning	the	rotor.	One	of	these	components	is	mounted	on	the	stator,	the	stationary	part	of	the	engine	attached	to	the	frame,	the	other
is	on	the	rotor,	the	part	that	runs.	The	field	magnet	is	usually	on	the	stator	and	armor	on	the	rotor,	but	in	some	types	of	engine	these	are	inverted.	Mechanically,	a	motor	consists	of	these	parts	Rotor	main	article:	Rotor	(electric)	in	an	electric	motor,	the	moving	part	is	the	rotor,	which	turns	the	shaft	to	provide	mechanical	power.	The	rotor	usually	has
conductors	arranged	in	it	that	carry	out	currents,	which	the	magnetic	field	of	the	stator	exerts	strength	to	transform	the	tree.	Alternatively,	some	rotors	carry	permanent	magnets,	and	the	stator	holds	the	conductors.	There	must	be	a	gap	between	the	stator	and	the	rotor	so	that	it	can	turn.	The	width	of	the	gap	has	a	significant	effect	on	the	electrical
characteristics	of	the	engine.	It	is	generally	made	the	smallest	possible,	since	a	large	gap	has	a	strong	negative	effect	on	performance.	It	is	the	main	source	of	the	low	power	factor	to	which	the	engines	operate.	The	magnetization	current	increases	and	the	power	factor	decreases	with	the	air	gap,	so	narrow	gaps	are	better.	Very	small	gaps	can	put
mechanical	problems	in	addition	to	noise	and	losses.	Bearings	The	rotor	is	supported	by	bearings,	which	allow	the	rotor	to	turn	on	its	axis.	The	bearings	are	in	turn	supported	by	the	engine	housing.	The	motor	shaft	extends	through	the	bearings	outside	the	engine,	where	the	load	is	applied.	Because	the	load	forces	are	exercised	at	the	external
bearing,	the	load	is	said	to	be	dominated.	[61]	Stator	Item	Stator	The	stator	is	the	stationary	part	of	the	electromagnetic	circuit	of	the	motor	surrounding	the	rotor,	and	usually	consists	of	field	magnets,	which	are	or	electromagnet	consisting	of	wrapping	of	thread	around	a	ferromagnetic	ferromagnetic	or	permanent	magnets.	It	creates	a	magnetic
field	that	passes	through	the	rotor	armor,	exercising	strength	on	winding.	The	stator's	core	consists	of	many	subtle	metal	sheets	that	are	isolated	from	each	other,	called	laminations.	The	laminations	are	used	to	reduce	energy	losses	that	would	be	used	a	solid	core.	Motors	packed	in	resin,	used	in	a	washing	machine	and	air	conditioners,	use	resin
damping	properties	(plastic)	to	reduce	noise	and	vibrations.	These	engines	completely	encapsulate	the	plastic	stator.	[62]	Saliente	pole	rotor	Windings	Main	article:	Electromagnetic	reel	winding	are	wires	that	are	arranged	in	reels,	usually	wrapped	around	a	magnetic	nucleus	in	soft	laminated	iron	so	as	to	form	magnetic	poles	when	excited	with
current.	Electric	machines	are	equipped	with	two	magnetic	base	configurations:	highlights	and	non-alient-pole	configurations.	In	the	salient-poles	machine	the	ferromagnetic	nuclei	on	the	rotor	and	the	stator	have	projections	called	poles	that	overlook	each	other,	with	a	thread	that	wrapped	around	each	pole	under	the	face	of	the	pole,	which	become
northern	or	southern	poles	of	the	Magnetic	field	when	current	flows	through	the	thread.	In	the	non-alient-pole	field,	or	distributed,	or	runoforo,	machine,	the	ferromagnetic	nucleus	has	no	projection	poles,	but	it	is	a	smooth	cylinder,	with	the	winding	distributed	uniformly	in	the	cracks	about	the	circumference.	The	alternating	current	in	the	winding
creates	poles	in	the	nucleus	that	will	continuously	revolve.	[63]	A	shaded	pole	engine	has	a	winding	around	a	part	of	the	pole	that	delays	the	phase	of	the	magnetic	field	for	that	pole.	Some	engines	have	conductors	that	consist	of	metal	more	often,	such	as	bars	or	metal	sheets,	usually	copper,	alternatively	aluminum.	These	are	usually	powered	by
electromagnetic	induction.	Main	article	switch:	Switch	(electric)	Switch	in	a	universal	motor	from	a	vacuum	cleaner.	Parts:	(a)	Switch,	(b)	Brush	A	switch	is	a	rotating	electric	switch	in	some	motors	that	provide	power	to	the	rotor.	It	consists	of	a	cylinder	consisting	of	more	metallic	contact	segments	on	the	rotary	machine	armature.	Two	or	more
electrical	contacts	called	"brush"	made	of	soft	conductive	material	as	the	carbon	press	against	the	switch,	sliding	the	contact	with	subsequent	segments	of	the	switch	while	it	rotates,	supplying	the	current	to	the	rotor.	Winding	on	the	rotor	are	connected	to	the	commutatory	segments.	The	switch	periodically	reverses	the	current	direction	within	the
winds	of	the	rotor	with	each	semirotone	(180Â	°),	then	the	pair	of	the	magnetic	field	of	the	stator	exercises	on	the	rotor	is	always	in	the	same	direction.	[64]	[65]	Without	this	current	inversion,	the	direction	of	the	torque	on	each	rotor	wrapping	yes	with	every	half	lap,	so	the	rotor	would	stop.	The	switches	are	inefficient	and	switched	motors	have
mostly	been	replaced	by	brushless,	permanent	magnet	motors	and	induction	engines.	Power	supply	and	control	of	the	Motor	A	DC	is	usually	suppliedA	split	ring	switch,	as	described	above.	The	switching	of	AC	motors	can	be	obtained	using	a	sliding	loop	switch	or	an	external	switching,	can	be	of	a	fixed	or	variable	speed	type	and	can	be	synchronous
or	asynchronous	type.	Universal	engines	can	work	both	in	AC	and	in	DC.	Engine	control	DC	motors	can	be	operated	at	variable	speeds	by	adjusting	the	DC	voltage	applied	to	terminals	or	using	the	pulse	width	modulation	(PWM).	Fixed	speed	alternating	current	motors	are	generally	powered	directly	from	the	network	or	with	soft	motor	starters.	The
AC	motors	operating	at	variable	speeds	are	powered	by	various	power	inverters,	variable	frequency	drive	or	electronic	switches.	The	term	electronic	switch	is	usually	associated	with	the	DC	Brushless	Auto	switch	engine	and	motor-reluctant	motor	applications.	Types	Electric	motors	work	according	to	three	distinct	physical	principles:	magnetism,
electrostatic	and	piezoelectricity.	In	magnetic	motors,	magnetic	fields	are	formed	both	in	the	rotor	and	in	the	stator.	The	product	between	these	two	fields	gives	rise	to	a	force	and	therefore	a	couple	on	the	crankshaft.	One,	or	both	of	these	fields	must	change	with	rotor	rotation.	This	is	turned	on	and	turning	off	the	poles	at	the	right	time,	or	varying
the	resistance	of	the	pole.	The	main	types	are	the	direct	current	motors	and	alternating	current	motors,	[66]	with	the	latter	that	replace	the	first.	[Necessary	quotation]	The	electric	motors	in	alternating	current	are	asynchronous	or	synchronous.	[67]	Once	started,	a	synchronous	engine	requires	synchrony	with	the	speed	of	the	mobile	magnetic	field
for	all	normal	couple	conditions.	In	the	synchronous	machines,	the	magnetic	field	must	be	supplied	with	means	other	than	induction,	for	example	by	means	of	weavings	excited	separately	or	by	permanent	magnets.	A	fractional	power	motor	has	a	nominal	power	of	less	than	about	1	horsepower	(0.746Ã,	kW),	or	is	manufactured	with	a	standard	frame
lower	than	a	standard	1	hp	engine.	Many	domestic	and	industrial	engines	fall	into	the	fractional	horse	class.	Engine	switching	type	[68]	[69]	[70]	[71]	[72]	[73]	[74]	Externally	switched	mechanical	switch	Electronic	switch	[74]	[B]	asynchronous2	AC	[75]	[C]	DC	AC5.6	Universal	AC6	(AC	Series	Switches	[73]	or	AC	/	DC	[72]])	1	Electrically	acciterated
repulsion:	separately	excited	shunt	series	Compound	PM	PM	rotor	PM:	BLDC	Ferromagnetic	rotor:	three-phase	SRM:	SCIM	3,	8	Wrim	4,	7.8	BYFASE	(condenser)	single-phase:	auxiliary	winding	(split-phase:	resistance	or	starter)	shaded	polo	as	symmetrical	stator	WRSM,	PMSM	or	Blac:	[74]	IPMSM	SPMSM	syrmhysteresihybrid:	syrm-pm	hybrid
hybrid-reluctance	stepper	electronic	simple	rectifier,	linear	transistors	or	chopper	DC	more	processed	more	processed	electronic	(VF)	D),	when	Note:	The	rotation	is	independent	of	the	frequency	of	voltage	approx.	The	rotation	is	equal	to	the	synchronous	regime	(engine-stator	speed).	In	SciM,	fixed-speed	operation	rotation	is	equal	to	the
synchronous	speed	less	the	scroll	speed.	In	non-slip	non-slip	The	systems,	the	Wrim	is	usually	used	for	engine	starting	but	can	be	used	to	vary	the	loading	speed.	Variable	speed	operation.	Whereas	induction	units	and	synchronous	motors	are	typically	with	six-phase	or	sine	wave-shaped	output,	BLDC	motor	units	are	usually	wave-shaped	with
trapezoidal	current;	The	behaviour	of	both	sinusoidal	and	trapezoidal	machines	is	however	identical	in	terms	of	their	basic	aspects.	[76]	In	variable	speed	operation,	TRUM	is	used	in	anti-slip	recovery	and	dual-fuel	induction-machine	applications.	A	cage	winding	is	a	short-circuited	squirrel	cage	rotor,	a	wound	winding	is	connected	externally	through
the	slip	rings.	Mostly	single-phase	with	some	three-phase.	Abbreviations:	BLac	â	̈	̈	“Brushless	AC	BLDC	â	̈”	Brushless	DC	BLDM	â	̈”	Brushless	DC	Motor	EC	â	̈”	Electronic	switch	PM	â	̈”	IPMSM	permanent	magnet	â	̈”	IPMSM	permanent	magnet	â	̈”	IPMSM	permanent	magnet	â	̈”	Synchronous	motor	internal	magnet	PMSM	â	̈”	Permanent	Magnet
Synchronous	MOTOR	SPMSM	â	̈”	Surface	Permanent	Magnet	Synchronous	Motor	SCIM	â	̈”	Squirrel-Cage	Induction	Motor	SRM	â	̈	â	̈”	Switched	reluctance	Motor	syrm	â	̈”	Syncronous	reluctance	Motor	VFD	Ã¢	â	̈	̈	“Variable	frequency	motor	TRUM	Ã¢	â	̈	̈”	Induction	motor	of	the	WRSM	rotary	rotor	â	̈	̈	̈”	Synchronous	motor	of	the	WRSM	LRA	rotor	â	̈	̈	̈”
Blocked	rotor	amplifiers:	the	current	you	can	expect	in	startup	conditions	when	applying	full	voltage.	It	occurs	instantly	during	startup.	RLA	â	̈	̈	̈	“Amplifiers	rated	load:	the	maximum	current	you	need	to	design	an	engine	in	any	operating	condition.	Often	mistakenly	called	load	amplifiers,	they	lead	people	to	believe,	mistakenly,	that	the	engine	should
always	pull	these	amplifiers.	FLA	â	̈	̈	̈	“Full	Load	Amplifiers:	changed	in	1976	to”	RLA	â	̈	̈	̈	“Nominal	Load	Amplifiers.”	Self-switched	DC	motorcycle	motor	Main	article:	DC	motor	by	definition,	all	self-switched	DC	motors	run	on	DC	Electric	Power.	Most	DC	motors	are	small	types	of	permanent	magnets	(PM).	They	contain	an	internal	brushed
mechanical	switching	to	reverse	the	current	of	the	motor	windings	in	sync	with	rotation.	[77]	DC	motor	electric	main	item:	Operation	of	the	brushed	DC	electric	motor	of	a	brushed	electric	motor	with	a	two-pole	rotor	and	PM	stator.	(“N”	and	“s”	denote	polarities	on	the	inner	faces	of	the	faces	inside	the	magnets;	the	outer	faces	have	opposite
polarity.)	A	switched	DC	engine	has	a	set	of	rotating	wound	windings	on	a	frame	mounted	on	a	rotating	shaft.	The	shaft	also	carries	the	switch,	a	long-life	rotating	electric	switch	that	periodically	reverses	the	current	flow	in	the	of	the	rotor	while	the	shaft	rotates.	Therefore,	each	brushed	DC	engine	has	an	AC	flowing	through	its	rotating	windings.
Current	flows	through	one	or	more	pairs	of	brushes	that	bring	the	switch;	The	brushes	connect	an	external	source	of	electricity	to	the	rotating	armature.	The	rotary	armor	is	constituted	by	one	or	more	wound	coils	around	a	laminated	ferromagnetic	nucleus	and	magnetically	"soft".	The	current	from	the	brushes	flows	through	the	switch	and	a
wrapping	of	the	armature,	making	it	a	temporary	magnet	(an	electromagnet).	The	the	field	produced	by	the	armor	interacts	with	a	stationary	magnetic	field	produced	by	the	PM	or	another	winding	(a	field	coil)	as	part	of	the	engine	chassis.	The	force	between	the	two	magnetic	fields	tends	to	rotate	the	crankshaft.	The	switch	switches	the	power	to	the
coils	while	the	rotor	rotates,	keeping	the	rotor’s	magnetic	poles	ever	fully	aligned	with	the	magnetic	poles	of	the	stator’s	field,	so	the	rotor	never	stops	(like	a	compass	needle	does),	but	rather	keeps	rotating	until	the	power	is	applied.	Many	of	the	limitations	of	the	classic	DC	motor	switch	are	due	to	the	need	for	brushes	to	press	against	the	switch.
This	creates	friction.	The	sparks	are	created	by	the	brushes	that	make	and	break	circuits	through	the	rotor	coils	as	the	brushes	pass	through	the	insulating	spaces	between	the	switch	sections.	Depending	on	the	design	of	the	switch,	it	can	include	brushes	running	together	adjacent	sections	and	then	terminates	the	coil	momentarily	as	they	pass
through	the	blanks.	In	addition,	the	inductance	of	the	rotor	coils	increases	the	voltage	on	each	of	them	when	its	circuit	is	opened,	increasing	the	sparkle	of	the	brushes.	This	spark	limits	the	maximum	speed	of	the	machine,	as	a	spark	too	fast	overheats,	erodes	or	even	melts	the	switch.	The	current	density	per	unit	area	of	the	brushes,	combined	with
their	resistivity,	limits	the	power	of	the	motor.	Creation	and	breaking	of	electrical	contact	also	generates	electrical	noise;	sparks	generates	RFI.	Brushes	wear	out	and	need	replacement,	and	the	switch	itself	is	subject	to	wear	and	maintenance	(on	larger	engines)	or	replacement	(on	smaller	engines).	Assembling	the	switch	on	a	large	engine	is	an
expensive	item,	requiring	a	precise	assembly	of	many	parts.	In	small	motors,	the	switch	is	usually	permanently	integrated	into	the	rotor,	so	replacing	it	usually	requires	replacing	the	entire	rotor.	While	most	switches	are	cylindrical,	some	are	flat	discs	made	up	of	several	segments	(typically	at	least	three)	mounted	on	an	isolator.	Large	brushes	are
desirable	for	a	larger	contact	area	to	maximize	engine	power,	but	small	brushes	are	desirable	for	a	reduced	mass	to	maximize	the	speed	at	which	the	engine	can	operate	without	the	brushes	bouncing	excessively	and	sparks.	(Small	brushes	are	also	desirable	for	a	lower	cost.)	The	stiffer	springs	can	also	be	used	to	make	brushes	of	a	certain	mass	at	a
higher	speed,	but	at	the	cost	of	higher	friction	losses	(lower	efficiency)	and	accelerated	wear	of	the	brush	and	switch.	Therefore,	the	design	of	DC	motorized	brushes	involves	a	trade-off	between	output	power,	speed	and	DC	machines	are	defined	as	follows:[78]	Reinforcement	circuit	Â”A	winding	in	which	the	load	current	is	carried,	which	can	be	a
fixed	or	rotating	part	of	the	engine	or	generator.	Field	Circuit	“A	set	of	windings	that	produce	a	magnetic	field	so	that	electromagnetic	induction	can	take	place	in	electric	machines.	Switching:	A	mechanical	technique	in	grinding	or	from	which	DC	can	be	derived	in	DC	machines.	A:	shunt	B:	C	series:	compound	f	=	field	coil	There	are	five	types	of	DC
motors	brushed:	DC	shunt-bound	DC	DC-bound	DC	series-bound	motor	(two	configurations):	Cumulative	compounds	DC	PM	motor	with	differential	composition	(not	shown)	Separately	excited	(not	shown).	DC	permanent	magnet	motor	Main	article:	Electric	permanent	magnet	motor	A	PM	motor	(permanent	magnet)	does	not	have	a	winding	field	on
the	stator	frame,	but	relies	on	the	PM	to	provide	the	magnetic	field	against	which	the	rotor	field	interacts	to	produce	torque.	Series	compensation	windings	with	the	armature	can	be	used	on	large	motors	to	improve	under-load	switching.	Since	this	field	is	fixed,	it	cannot	be	adjusted	for	speed	control.	PM	fields	(stators)	are	convenient	in	miniature
motors	to	eliminate	the	power	consumption	of	the	field	winding.	Most	of	the	larger	DC	motors	are	of	the	“dynamo”	type,	which	have	static	windings.	Historically,	PM	could	not	be	made	to	maintain	a	high	flow	if	disassembled;	field	windings	were	more	practical	to	get	the	required	amount	of	flow.	However,	large	PMs	are	expensive,	dangerous	and
difficult	to	assemble;	this	favors	injury	fields	for	large	machines.	To	minimize	overall	weight	and	size,	miniature	PM	motors	can	use	high-energy	magnets	made	of	neodymium	or	other	strategic	elements;	most	of	these	are	made	of	neodymium-ferroboro	alloy.	With	their	higher	flux	density,	high-energy	PM	electric	machines	are	at	least	competitive	with
all	perfectly	designed	induction	and	synchronous	electric	machines.	The	miniature	motors	resemble	the	structure	shown	in	the	illustration,	except	that	they	have	at	least	three	rotor	poles	(to	ensure	starting	regardless	of	the	rotor	position)	and	their	outer	housing	consists	of	a	steel	tube	that	magnetically	connects	the	outside	of	the	curved	field
magnets.	Electronic	Switching	Motor	(EC)	Brushless	DC	Motor	Main	Article:	Brushless	DC	Electric	Motor	Some	of	the	problems	of	the	brushed	DC	motor	are	eliminated	in	the	BLDC	design.	In	this	engine,	the	mechanical	“rotating	switch”	or	switch	is	replaced	by	an	external	electronic	switch	synchronized	to	the	rotor	position.	BLDC	engines	are
typically	85	â	Â¬90%	or	more	efficient.	For	a	BLDC	engine	an	efficiency	of	up	to	96.5%	has	been	reported,[79]	while	DC	brushed	motors	have	an	efficiency	of	75-80%.	The	characteristic	waveform	of	the	trapezoidal	counter-electromotive	force	(CEMF)	of	the	BLDC	motor	is	partly	due	to	the	uniform	distribution	of	the	stator	windings	and	partly	due	to
the	positioning	of	the	magnets	of	the	rotor.	Also	known	as	electronically	switched	DC	motors	or	internal	DC	motors,	the	static	windings	of	trapezoidal	BLDC	motors	can	be	single-phase,	two-phase	or	three-phase	and	use	Hall-effect	sensors	mounted	on	their	windings	for	rotor	position	detection	and	low-cost	closed-loop	control	of	the	electronic	switch.
BLDC	motors	are	commonly	used	where	precise	speed	control	is	As	in	computer	disk	units	or	in	videotapette	recorders,	spindles	inside	CD	units,	CD-ROM	(etc.)	and	mechanisms	within	office	products,	such	as	fans,	laser	printers	and	photocopiers.	They	have	several	advantages	compared	to	conventional	engines:	compared	to	AC	fans	that	use	shaded
pole	engines,	they	are	very	efficient,	running	much	more	cool	than	equivalent	AC	motors.	This	cold	operation	leads	to	a	much	improved	fan	of	fan	bearings.	Without	a	switch	to	be	consumed,	the	life	of	an	BLDC	engine	can	be	significantly	longer	than	a	DC	engine	using	brushes	and	a	switch.	Switching	also	tends	to	cause	a	large	amount	of	electricity
and	RF	noise;	Without	a	switch	or	brushes,	an	BLDC	engine	can	be	used	in	electrically	sensitive	devices	such	as	audio	or	computer	equipment.	The	same	hall	effect	sensors	that	provide	switching	can	also	provide	a	convenient	speedometer	signal	for	closed-cycle	control	applications	(controlled	by	server).	In	the	fans,	the	speedometer	signal	can	be
used	to	derive	a	"fan	ok"	signal	and	provide	running	speed	feedback.	The	engine	can	be	easily	synchronized	with	an	internal	or	external	clock,	leading	to	a	precise	speed	control.	The	BLDC	motors	have	no	chance	to	sparkle,	unlike	brushed	engines,	making	them	more	suitable	for	environments	with	volatile	and	fuel	chemicals.	Furthermore,	spark
generates	ozone,	which	can	accumulate	in	poorly	ventilated	buildings	risking	damage	to	occupants.	BLDC	motors	are	usually	used	in	small	equipment	as	computers	and	are	generally	used	in	fans	to	get	rid	of	unwanted	heat.	They	are	also	very	silent	acoustic	engines,	which	is	an	advantage	if	used	in	equipment	that	is	influenced	by	vibrations.	Modern
BLDC	motors	vary	in	power	from	a	fraction	of	Watt	to	many	kilowatts.	The	larger	BLDC	motors	up	to	about	100	kW	are	used	in	electric	vehicles.	They	also	find	significant	use	in	high-performance	electric	models.	Reluctance	engine	switched	6/4	Palo	Reluctance	engine	MAIN	Article:	Reluctance	engine	switched	the	SRM	does	not	have	brushes	or
permanent	magnets,	and	the	rotor	has	no	electric	currents.	Instead,	the	torque	comes	from	a	slight	misalignment	of	the	poles	on	the	rotor	with	the	poles	on	the	stator.	The	rotor	aligns	with	the	magnetic	field	of	the	stator,	while	the	winding	of	the	stator	field	are	sequenced	energized	to	rotate	the	stator	field.	The	magnetic	flux	created	by	the	winding
of	the	field	follows	the	less	magnetic	reluctance	path,	which	means	that	the	flux	flow	will	flow	through	the	rotor	poles	that	are	closer	to	the	excited	poles	of	the	stator,	thus	magnetizing	those	poles	of	the	rotor	and	creating	the	couple	.	The	rotor	runs,	different	winding	will	be	excited,	maintaining	the	rotation	of	the	rotor.	SRMs	are	used	in	some
appliances	[80]	and	vehicles.	[81]	Universal	AC	/	DC	engine	Main	article:	Universal	modern	universal	universal	motor	engine,	from	a	vacuum	cleaner.	The	winddrop	of	the	field	are	dark	copper	color,	towards	the	back,	on	both	sides.	The	laminated	rotor	core	is	metallic	gray,	with	dark	cracks	for	The	coils.	The	switch	(partially	hidden)	has	become	dark
from	the	use;	It	is	facing	the	front.	The	large	brown	printed	plastic	piece	in	the	foreground	supports	brush	guides	and	brushes	(both	sides),	as	well	as	the	front	engine	bearing.	A	series	switched	electrically	or	parallel	winding	series	is	called	a	universal	motor	because	it	can	be	designed	to	work	with	AC	or	DC	power.	A	universal	engine	can	work	well
in	AC	because	the	current	in	the	field	coils	and	armor	(and	therefore	the	resulting	magnetic	fields)	will	alternate	(polarity	inverse)	in	synchronism,	and	therefore	the	resulting	mechanical	force	will	produce	in	a	constant	direction	of	rotation	.	Operating	at	normal	frequencies	of	power	lines,	universal	engines	are	often	found	in	a	range	of	less	than	1000
watts.	The	universal	engines	also	constituted	the	basis	of	the	traditional	railway	traction	engine	in	the	electric	railways.	In	this	application,	the	use	of	the	alternating	current	to	feed	a	motor	originally	designed	to	operate	in	continuous	current	would	result	in	efficiency	losses	due	to	heating	at	parasitic	currents	of	their	magnetic	components,	in
particular	of	the	motor	field	poles	which,	for	direct	current	,	they	would	have	used	solid	iron	(not	laminated)	and	that	today	are	rarely	used.	An	advantage	of	the	universal	engine	is	that	AC	power	supplies	can	be	used	on	engines	that	have	some	more	common	features	in	DC	motors,	especially	a	high	starter	torque	and	a	very	compact	design	if	high
driving	speed	is	used.	The	negative	aspect	is	the	short-term	maintenance	problems	caused	by	the	switch.	These	engines	are	used	in	devices,	such	as	food	mixers	and	electric	tools,	which	are	used	only	intermittently	and	often	have	high	start-up	torque	needs.	Multiple	faucets	on	the	field	reel	provide	a	control	(inaccurate)	of	the	steps.	The	domestic
blenders	that	advertise	many	speeds	often	combine	a	field	reel	with	different	taps	and	a	diode	that	can	be	inserted	in	series	with	the	engine	(operating	the	motor	at	the	meter	in	adjusted	alternating	current).	Universal	engines	also	lend	themselves	to	electronic	speed	control	and,	as	such,	are	the	ideal	choice	for	devices	like	home	washing	machines.
The	engine	can	be	used	to	shake	the	drum	(both	forward	and	reversely)	by	activating	the	winding	of	the	field	with	respect	to	the	armor.	While	the	SCIM	cannot	rotate	a	shaft	more	quickly	than	the	frequency	of	the	power	line,	universal	motors	can	work	at	much	higher	speeds.	This	makes	them	useful	for	appliances	such	as	blenders,	vacuum	cleaners
and	hair	dryers	where	they	are	desirable	speed	and	lightness.	I	am	also	commonly	In	portable	electric	tools,	such	as	drills,	sanders,	circular	saws	and	circular	saws,	where	engine	features	work	well.	Many	vacuum	cleaners	and	trimmer	engines	exceed	10,000	rpm,	while	many	similar	miniature	grinders	exceed	30,000	rpm.	Externally	switched	AC
machine	Main	article:	AC	motor	The	design	of	AC	and	synchronous	induction	motors	is	optimized	for	operation	on	power	shaped	sinusoidal	or	quasi-sinusoidal	single-phase	or	polyphase	as	supplied	for	fixed	fixed	speed	From	the	power	supply	in	alternating	current	or	for	speed	applications	variable	from	VFD	controllers.	An	alternating	current	engine
has	two	parts:	a	stationary	stator	with	coils	powered	in	alternating	current	to	produce	a	rotating	magnetic	field,	and	a	rotor	connected	to	the	output	shaft	to	which	a	pair	is	given	from	the	rotating	field.	Induction	motor	Main	item:	large	induction	engine	of	4,500	HP	induction.	Cage	rotor	induction	engine	and	wrapped	an	induction	engine	is	a
asynchronous	AC	engine	in	which	the	energy	is	transferred	to	the	electromagnetic	induction	rotor,	just	like	the	transformer	action.	An	induction	engine	resembles	a	rotating	transformer,	since	the	stator	(stationary)	is	essentially	the	primary	side	of	the	transformer	and	the	rotor	(rotating	part)	is	the	secondary	side.	Polphase	induction	motors	are
widely	used	in	the	industry.	Induction	motors	can	be	further	divided	into	squirrel-induction	motors	and	induction	motors	with	wrapped	rotors	(WrM).	The	SCIMs	have	a	heavy	winding	consisting	of	solid	bars,	usually	aluminum	or	copper,	electrically	connected	by	rings	to	the	rotor	ends.	When	considering	only	the	bars	and	rings	as	a	whole,	they	are
very	similar	to	the	rotary	exercise	cage	of	an	animal,	from	which	the	name.	The	currents	induced	in	this	winding	provide	the	magnetic	field	of	the	rotor.	The	shape	of	the	rotor	bars	determines	the	torque-speed	characteristics.	At	low	speed,	the	current	induced	in	the	squirrel	cage	is	almost	at	the	line	frequency	and	tends	to	be	in	the	external	parts	of
the	rotor	cage.	With	the	acceleration	of	the	engine,	the	slip	frequency	becomes	lower,	and	more	current	is	the	inside	of	the	winding.	By	forming	the	bars	in	order	to	modify	the	resistance	of	the	winding	portions	in	the	internal	and	external	parts	of	the	cage,	a	variable	resistance	in	the	rotor	circuit	is	actually	inserted.	However,	most	of	these	engines
have	uniform	bars.	In	a	Wrim,	the	rotor	winding	is	made	up	of	many	wire	laps	and	is	connected	to	sliding	rings	on	the	crankshaft.	In	the	rotor	circuit	it	is	possible	to	connect	an	external	resistance	or	other	control	devices.	The	resistors	allow	engine	speed	control,	even	if	a	considerable	power	is	dissipated	in	external	resistance.	A	converter	can	be
powered	by	the	rotor	circuit	and	return	the	slip	power	to	the	power	supply	system	that	would	otherwise	be	wasted	through	an	inverter	or	a	separate	engine	generator.	The	WRIM	is	used	primarily	to	start	a	high	inertial	load	or	a	load	that	requires	a	very	high	start	torque	over	the	range	of	regimes.	By	correctly	selecting	the	resistances	used	for
secondary	resistance	or	start-up	Scrolling,	the	engine	is	able	to	produce	the	maximum	torque	to	a	relatively	low	power	supply	from	zero	with	full	regime.	This	type	of	engine	also	offers	a	controllable	speed.	The	motor	speed	can	be	modified	because	the	engine	torque	curve	is	actually	changed	from	the	quantity	of	resistance	connected	to	the	rotor
circuit.	By	increasing	the	resistance	value	the	speed	of	the	maximum	torque	is	lowered.	If	the	resistance	connected	to	the	rotor	has	increased	beyond	the	where	the	maximum	torque	occurs	at	zero	speed,	the	torque	will	be	further	reduced.	If	used	with	a	load	that	has	a	torque	curve	that	increases	with	speed,	the	engine	will	work	at	the	speed	in	which
the	torque	developed	by	the	engine	is	equal	to	the	load	pair.	Reduce	the	load	will	cause	the	speed	of	the	engine,	and	increase	the	load	will	cause	the	slowdown	of	the	engine	until	the	load	and	torque	of	the	engine	are	equal.	Operating	in	this	way,	slip	losses	are	dissipated	in	secondary	resistances	and	can	be	very	significant.	Speed	adjustment	and	net
efficiency	are	also	very	poor.	Main	article	engine	cakes:	Torque	motor	A	torque	engine	is	a	specialized	form	of	electric	motor	that	can	operate	indefinitely	while	it	is	blocked,	that	is	with	the	rotor	blocked	by	turning,	without	incurrent	damage.	In	this	mode	of	operation,	the	engine	will	apply	a	constant	torque	to	the	load	(	hence	the	name).	A	common
application	of	a	torque	engine	would	be	the	power	coil	motors	and	coupling	in	a	tape	drive.	In	this	application,	driven	by	a	low	voltage,	the	characteristics	of	these	engines	allow	a	relatively	constant	light	voltage	to	be	applied	to	the	tape	if	the	capstan	is	feeding	the	tape	over	the	tape	heads.	Driven	by	a	higher	voltage,	(and	then	delivering	a	higher
torque),	the	torque	engines	can	also	achieve	fast	operation	up	and	rewind	without	requiring	any	additional	mechanics	such	as	gears	or	clutches.	In	the	world	of	computer	game,	torque	engines	are	used	in	flying	feedback	force.	Another	common	application	is	the	control	of	the	accelerator	of	an	internal	combustion	engine	in	combination	with	an
electronic	governor.	In	this	use,	the	engine	works	against	a	return	spring	to	move	the	tripod	in	accordance	with	the	governor's	exit.	The	latter	monitors	the	speed	of	the	engine	by	counting	the	electrical	impulses	from	the	ignition	system	or	a	magnetic	pickup	and,	depending	on	the	speed,	makes	small	adjustments	to	the	amount	of	current	applied	to
the	engine.	If	the	engine	starts	to	slow	down	compared	to	the	desired	speed,	the	current	will	be	increased,	the	engine	will	develop	more	torque,	pulling	against	the	return	spring	and	opening	the	kettle.	If	the	engine	is	too	fast,	the	governor	will	reduce	the	current	applied	to	the	engine,	causing	the	return	spring	to	pull	back	and	close	the	accelerator.
Synchronous	motor	Main	article:	Synchronous	motor	An	electric	synchronous	motor	is	an	AC	motor	that	stands	out	for	rotor	rotation	with	the	coils	passing	the	magnets	at	the	same	pace	as	the	AC	and	resulting	in	magnetic	field	driving	it.	Another	way	to	say	this	is	that	it	has	zero	slips	in	usual	operating	conditions.	Contrast	this	with	an	induction
engine,	which	must	slip	to	produce	pair.	A	guySynchronous	engine	is	like	an	induction	engine,	except	that	the	rotor	is	excited	by	a	DC	field.	The	rings	and	brushes	are	used	to	conduct	current	to	the	rotor.	The	rotor	poles	are	connected	to	each	other	and	move	to	the	same	speed	from	which	the	synchronous	engine	name.	Another	type,	for	Loading
couple,	has	ground	dishes	on	a	traditional	squirrel	cage	rotor	to	create	discreet	poles.	Another	still,	like	that	produced	by	Hammond	for	his	pre-second	world	war	watches,	and	in	the	oldest	Hammond	organs,	he	has	no	rotor	and	discrete	poles	windows.	It	is	not	a	matter	of	self-suffering.	The	clock	requires	manual	start-up	via	a	small	knob	on	the	back,
while	the	old	Hammond	organs	had	an	auxiliary	starter	engine	connected	by	a	manually	operated	spring	switch.	Finally,	synchronous	motors	for	hysteresis	are	generally	(essentially)	two-phase	motors	with	a	phase	shift	condenser	for	a	phase.	They	start	as	induction	motors,	but	when	the	scroll	speed	decreases	sufficiently,	the	rotor	(a	smooth	cylinder)
becomes	temporarily	magnetized.	Its	distributed	poles	make	it	a	synchronous	permanent	magnet	(PMSM)	engine.	The	rotor	material,	like	that	of	a	common	nail,	remains	magnetized,	but	can	also	be	demagnetized	with	little	difficulty.	Once	in	operation,	the	rotor	poles	remain	in	their	place;	They	don't	go	adrive.	Low	power	synchronous	motors	(such	as
those	for	traditional	electric	clocks)	can	have	multipolar	permanent	magnet	cups	external	rotors	and	use	shading	coils	to	provide	the	initial	torque.	Telechron	engines	are	equipped	with	shaded	poles	for	the	initial	torque	and	a	two-rugged	ring	rotor	that	acts	as	a	discreet	two-pole	rotor.	Double	Power	Supply	Machine	Main	Item:	Double	Power	Supply
Electric	Machine	Double-powered	electric	motors	are	equipped	with	two	independent	multiphase	winding	groups,	which	bring	active	energy	(ie	functional)	to	the	energy	conversion	process,	with	at	least	one	of	the	groups	of	Electronically	controlled	wrapping	for	variable	speed	operation.	Two	independent	multiphase	winding	groups	(ie,	double	armor)
are	the	best	supplied	in	a	single	package	without	topological	duplication.	Dual-power	electric	motors	are	machines	with	a	constant	actual	torque	interval	equal	to	double	the	synchronous	speed	for	a	given	frequency	of	excitation.	This	corresponds	to	the	double	range	of	constant	torque	speeds	of	single-powered	electrical	machines,	which	have	only	one
active	winding	set.	A	double-powered	engine	allows	a	smaller	electronic	converter,	but	the	cost	of	rotor	winding	and	sliding	rings	can	compensate	for	savings	in	electronic	power	components.	Difficulty	control	in	the	proximity	of	synchronous	speed	limit	applications.	[82]	Special	Magnetic	Motors	Rotor	Motor	Without	iron	or	core	A	motor	without	a
miniature	nucleus	in	the	beginning	of	one	of	the	engines	described	above	requires	that	iron	parts	(steel	)	Rotore	actually	rotate.	If	the	The	magnetic	soft	rotor	consists	of	a	cylinder,	then	(except	for	the	effect	of	hysteresis)	the	torque	is	exercised	only	on	the	windings	of	the	electromagnets.	To	benefit	from	this	fact	is	the	DC	motor	without	nucleus	or
without	iron,	a	specialized	form	of	permanent	magnet	DC	motor.[77]	Optimized	for	rapid	acceleration,	these	engines	have	a	rotor	built	without	iron	core.	The	rotor	can	take	the	form	of	a	winding	cylinder,	or	aStructure	that	includes	only	the	magnetic	cable	and	bonding	material.	The	rotor	can	adapt	inside	the	stator	magnets;	A	magnetically	soft	static
cylinder	inside	the	rotor	provides	a	return	path	for	the	stator's	magnetic	flow.	A	second	layout	has	the	rotor	trolley	surrounding	the	stator	magnets.	In	that	design,	the	rotor	fits	into	a	magnetically	soft	cylinder	that	can	act	as	a	motor	case,	and	in	the	same	way	it	provides	a	return	path	for	the	flow.	Because	the	rotor	is	much	lighter	by	weight	(mass)
than	a	conventional	rotor	formed	by	copper	windings	on	steel	laminations,	the	rotor	can	speed	up	a	lot	more	quickly,	often	reaching	a	mechanical	time	constant	under	a	millisecond.	This	is	especially	true	if	the	windings	use	aluminum	rather	than	heavier	copper.	But	since	there	is	no	metal	mass	in	the	rotor	to	act	as	a	heat	sink,	even	small	coreless
motors	must	often	be	cooled	with	forced	air.	Overheating	could	be	a	problem	for	DC	Coreless	engine	designs.	Modern	software,	like	motor-cad,	can	help	increase	engine	thermal	efficiency	while	still	in	the	design	phase.	Among	these	types	are	the	types	of	disk	rotor,	described	in	more	detail	in	the	next	section.	The	vibrant	warning	of	mobile	phones	is
sometimes	generated	by	tiny	types	of	magnetic	cylindrical	permanent	fields,	but	there	are	also	disc	shaped	types	that	have	a	thin	multipolar	field	magnet	and	an	intentionally	unbalanced	printed	plastic	rotor	structure	with	two	coils	Coreless	tied.	Metal	brushes	and	a	flat	switch	switch	power	supply	to	the	rotor	coils.	Related	limited	travel	actuators
have	no	core	and	a	glued	coil	placed	between	high	flow	permanent	magnet	poles.	These	are	the	fast	head	positioners	for	rigid-disk	units	("Hard	Disk").	Although	contemporary	design	differs	considerably	from	that	of	the	speakers,	it	is	still	freely	(and	incorrectly)	indicated	as	a	"voice	reel"	structure,	because	some	previous	hard	disk	disk	heads	move
into	straight	lines	and	had	very	similar	to	A	drive	structure	that	of	a	loudspeaker.	Main	article	of	the	pancake	rotor	motor	or	assembly:	Axial	flow	engine	The	printed	armor	or	pancake	engine	have	disk-shaped	windings	as	a	disk	that	works	between	matrices	of	high	flow	magnets.	The	magnets	are	arranged	in	a	circle	in	front	of	the	rotor	with	space	in
between	to	form	an	axial	air	gap.	[83]	This	design	is	commonly	known	as	the	engine	of	the	pancake	due	to	its	flat	profile.	Technology	has	had	many	brand	names	since	its	beginning,	as	servoDisc.	The	printed	armor	formed	on	a	printed	circuit	board)	in	a	printed	armor	motor	is	made	with	punched	copper	sheets	which	are	rolled	together	using
advanced	composites	to	form	a	thin	hard	disk.	The	printed	armor	has	a	unique	construction	in	the	brushed	engine	world	as	it	does	not	have	a	separate	ring	switch.	The	brushes	run	directly	on	the	surface	of	the	armor	making	the	whole	design	very	compact.	An	alternative	production	method	is	to	use	the	copper	wire	of	the	wound	placed	with	a	a
conventional	switch,	in	a	flower	and	petal	shape.	The	windings	are	typically	stabilized	with	electrical	epoxy	systems.	These	are	full	epoxydies	that	have	moderate	viscosity,	mixed	and	a	long	period	of	gel.	are	evidenced	by	low	shrinkage	and	low	esotherm,	and	generally	are	the	1446	ul	recognized	as	a	compound	of	vast	isolated	flow	with	180	°	c	(356	°
f,)	class	rating	h.	the	exclusive	advantage	of	dc	engines	without	ironic	is	the	absence	of	cogging	(torque	variations	caused	by	the	changing	attraction	between	iron	and	magnets.)	the	parasite	currents	of	parasites	can	not	form	totally	rominating.	This	can	greatly	improve	efficiency,	but	variable	speed	controllers	must	use	a	higher	switching	speed	(>	40
khz)	or	dc	due	to	the	decrease	in	electromagnetic	induction.	These	engines	were	originally	invented	to	drive	the	/	cabestan	(s)	of	the	magnetic	tape	units,	where	the	minimum	time	to	reach	the	operating	speed	and	minimum	stop	distance	were	critical.	pancake	engines	are	widely	used	in	high-performance	servocomantic	systems,	robotic	systems,
industrial	automation	and	medical	devices.	Due	to	the	variety	of	constructions	now	available,	the	technology	is	used	in	applications	from	a	low-cost	high-temperature	military	and	basic	servs.	another	approach	(magnax)	is	to	use	a	single	sandwich	stator	between	two	rotors.	one	of	these	designs	produced	peak	power	of	15	kw/kg,	power	supported
around	7.5	kw/kg.This	axial	flow	engine	of	yokless	offers	a	shorter	flow	path,	keeping	magnets	beyond	the	axis.	the	design	allows	a	protruding	of	zero	coil;	100%	of	the	windings	are	active.	this	is	improved	with	the	oo	of	the	rectangular	copper-section	wire.	Engines	can	be	stacked	to	work	in	parallel.	Instability	is	reduced	to	a	minimum,	ensuring	that
the	two	rotor	discs	put	the	same	and	opposite	forces	on	the	stator's	disk.	rotors	are	connected	directly	between	them	through	a	tree	ring,	cancelling	magnetic	forces.	[84]	magnax	engines	vary	in	size	from	.15	-	5,4	meters	(5,91	in	â€	"17	ft	8.6â	in)	in	diameter.	[84]	main	article	of	the	servomotor:	servomotor	a	servomotor	is	a	motor,	very	often	sold	as	a
complete	module,	which	is	used	within	a	control	system	of	retroaction	of	control	or	speed	control.	servomotors	are	used	in	applications	such	as	machine	tools,	plotters	and	other	process	systems.	motors	destined	for	the	oo	in	a	servomechanism	must	have	well	documented	characteristics	for	speed,	torque	and	power.	speed	against	the	torque	curve	is
quite	important	and	is	a	high	ratio	for	a	servo	motor.also	important	dynamic	response	features	such	as	winding	inductance	and	rotor	inertia;	These	factors	limit	the	overall	performance	of	the	servomechanism	loop.	large,	powerful,	but	slow-response	servo	loops	can	use	conventional	ac	or	dc	engines	and	transmission	systems	with	positions	or	speed
feedback	on	the	engine.	as	dynamic	response	requirements	increase,	more	specialized	motor	designs	such	as	armorless	motors	are	used.	ac	motors	'superior'	superiorThe	density	and	acceleration	characteristics	of	DC	engines	tend	to	favour	permanent	magnet	synchronous	applications,	BLDC,	induction	and	SRM.[83]	A	servosystem	differs	from	some
applications	with	step-by-step	engines	as	the	position	feedback	is	continuous	while	the	engine	is	running.	A	step-up	system	works	intrinsically	with	an	open	ring,	relying	on	the	engine	that	does	not	“lose”	for	short-term	accuracy,	with	any	retroaction,	such	as	a	switch	or	an	external	position	encoder	to	the	engine	system.[85]	For	example,	when	a
typical	point	matrix	computer	printer	starts,	its	controller	takes	the	initial	step-by-step	engine	drive	of	the	print	head	to	its	left	limit,	where	a	sensor	is	interrupted.	As	long	as	the	power	is	on,	a	bidirectional	counter	in	the	microprocessor	of	the	printer	tracks	the	position	of	the	print	head.	Motor	Stepper	Main	Item:	Stepper	Engine	Stepper	with	soft
iron	rotor,	with	active	windings	represented.	In	‘A’	active	windings	tend	to	hold	the	rotor	in	place.	In	B'	a	different	set	of	windings	carry	a	current,	which	generates	torque	and	rotation.	Step-by-step	engines	are	a	type	of	engine	used	often	when	precise	rotations	are	required.	In	a	step-by-step	motor,	an	internal	rotor	containing	permanent	magnets	or	a
magnetically	soft	rotor	with	salient	poles	is	controlled	by	a	series	of	electronically	switched	external	magnets.	A	step-by-step	motor	can	also	be	thought	as	a	crossroads	between	a	continuous	current	electric	motor	and	a	rotating	solenoid.	Since	each	coil	is	fed	in	turn,	the	rotor	aligns	with	the	magnetic	field	produced	by	the	winding	of	energized	field.
Unlike	a	synchronous	engine,	in	its	application,	the	step-by-step	engine	cannot	continuously	rotate;	on	the	contrary,	“pass”	“recommends	and	then	stops	quickly”	from	one	position	to	another	as	the	field	windings	are	excited	and	de-energized	in	sequence.	Depending	on	the	sequence,	the	rotor	can	rotate	forward	or	backward	and	can	change	direction,
stop,	accelerate	or	arbitrarily	slow	at	any	time.	Simple	step-by-step	motorists	energize	or	completely	de-energize	field	windings,	bringing	the	rotor	to	«engine»	in	a	limited	number	of	positions;	More	sophisticated	drivers	can	control	the	power	proportionally	to	the	field	windings,	allowing	the	rotors	to	position	themselves	between	the	gear	points	and
then	rotate	extremely	smoothly.	This	mode	of	operation	is	often	called	microstepping.	Computerized	step-by-step	engines	are	one	of	the	most	versatile	forms	of	positioning	systems,	especially	when	they	are	part	of	a	digital	servo-controlled	system.	Step-by-step	engines	canRotate	to	a	specific	angle	in	discrete	steps	with	ease,	and	then	step-by-step
motors	are	used	for	positioning	the	reading	/	writing	head	in	the	computer	floppy	units.	They	were	used	for	the	same	purpose	in	computer	disks	of	the	pre-gigabyte,	where	the	accuracy	and	speed	they	offer	were	adequate	for	the	correct	positioning	of	the	reading	/	writing	head	of	a	hard	drive.	With	increasing	transmission	density,	accuracy	and	speed
speed	step-by-step	motors	made	him	obsolete	for	hard	drives	-	precision	limitation	made	them	unusable	and	speed	limitation	made	them	uncompetitively	-	so	more	recent	to	hard	disks	use	head	actuator	systems	based	on	the	voice	coil.	(the	term	"vocal	mouth"	in	this	connection	is	historical;	refers	to	the	structure	in	a	typical	speaker	(type	of	cone.)
this	structure	was	used	for	a	while	to	position	the	heads.	modern	units	have	a	support	for	swivel	coils;	the	coil	back	and	forth,	something	like	a	blade	of	a	rotating	fan.	However,	like	a	voice	coil,	the	modern	actuator	coil	conductors	(the	magnetic	cable)	move	perpendicular	to	the	magnetic	lines	of	force.)	the	step-by-step	engines	were	and	are	often
used	in	computer	printers,	optical	scanners	and	digital	photocopiers	to	move	the	optical	scanning	element,	the	print	head	cart	(point	matrix	and	inkjet	printers.)	Similarly,	many	computer	plotters	(which	since	the	early	1990s	have	been	replaced	with	large-format	inkjet	printers	and	lasers)	used	rotating	step-by-step	engines	for	pen	and	plate
movement;	the	typical	alternatives	here	were	linear	step-by-step	engines	or	servomotors	with	closed	ring	analog	control	systems.	the	so-called	quartz	analog	wrist	watches	contain	the	smallest	step-by-step	engines	of	the	common;	have	a	coil,	draws	very	little	power	and	have	a	permanent	magnetic	rotor.	the	same	type	of	engine	drives	the	battery
powered	quartz	watches.	some	of	these	watches,	such	as	chronographs,	contain	more	than	one	step-by-step	engine.	restaurant	closely	related	to	three-phase	ac	synchronous	motors,	step-by-step	engines	and	ssm	are	classified	as	a	variable	reluctance	engine	type.	[86]	the	step-by-step	engines	were	and	are	still	oated	in	computer	printers,	optical
scanners	and	computer	numerical	control	machines	(cnc)	such	as	routers,	plasma	cutters	and	cnc	lathes.	Linear	Engine	Main	article:	linear	motor	a	linear	motor	is	essentially	any	electric	motor	that	has	been	unrolled	so	that	instead	of	producing	a	torque	(rotation,)	produces	a	straight	force	along	its	length.	Linear	motors	are	more	commonly	induction
engines	or	step-by-step	engines.	Linear	motors	are	commonly	found	in	many	roller-understanders	where	the	rapid	movement	of	the	railroad	without	motorcycle	is	controlled	by	the	guide.	are	also	oats	in	maglev	trains,	where	the	train	flies	during	the	ground.	on	a	reduced	scale,	the	pen	plotter	was	hp	7225a	of	1978	used	two	linear	step-by-step
engines	to	move	the	pen	along	the	axes	x	and	y.	[87.]	comparison	for	large	categories	comparison	of	engine	types	advantages	disadvantages	application	oftypical,	auto	switching	motors	brushed	output	DC	speed	simple	controlLow	initial	cost	Maintenance	(spazzoles)	Floor	length	expensive	manifold	and	brushes	paper	making	steelwork	accessories
Tapis	roulant	exercisersAutomotive	straightener,	typical	linear	transistors	(s)	or	a	DC	chopper	controller.	[88]	BrushlessDC	Motor	(BLDC)	or	higher	costRequires	initial	CE	controller	(BLDM)	long	lifespanLow	maintenanceHigh	efficiency	with	closed	ring	control	(“Hard”)	Disk	DrivesCD/DVD	Player	Theatrical	Electric	Vehicles	RC	Vehicles	UAVs
Synchronous;	single-phase	or	three-phase	with	PM	rotor	and	trapezoidal	stator	winding;	VFD	typically	VS	PWM	Inverter	Type.	[83]	[89]	[90]	SwitchedRELUCTANCEMOTOR	(SRM)	Long	service	life	MAINTENANCE	ADD	EFFICOMICIENTINAL	PERMANENTISTIC	MAGNETTS	POSSIBILITIES	POSSIBILE	POSSIBILE	POSSIBILE	ACCELLENCE	SIBLE:	*
Open	or	Vector	Control	*	Parallel	Operation	EC	Controller	[86]	ApplianceSelectric	VehiclesteMillSairacraft	Style	PWM	applications	and	various	other	types	of	drive,	which	tend	to	be	used	very	specialized	/	OEM	Applications	[91]	[92]	Universal	motor	High	starting	torque,	compact	and	high	speed.	Maintenance	(brushes)	The	shortest	life	span	usually
only	acoustically	noisy	Only	small	ratings	are	cheap	handheld	power	tools,	blenders,	vacuum	cleaners,	AC	variable	insulation	blowers,	half-wave	or	full-wave	phase	angle	control	phase	with	triac	(s);	Closed	loop	control	optional.	[88]	AC	engines	ASINCHRONIUS	AC	POLYPHASSQUIDEL-CageOrWound-
rotorindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindindind+	mwstanduizeds.	High	efficient	start-up	by	efficiency	from	need	for
magnetization.	Fixed	speed,	traditionally,	scim	the	world	horse	of	the	world,	especially	in	low-performance	applications	of	all	your	variable	speed	torque	pumps,	traditionally,	low-performance,	fans,	blowers	and	compressors.	Variable	speed,	more	and	more,	other	species	constant	at	high	performance	and	constant	or	dynamic	loads.	Fixed	speed	and
low	performance	applications	of	all	kinds.Variable-speed,	traditionally,	truncated	drives	or	VSD	at	fixed	speed	V	/	Hz.Variable-Speed,	increasingly,	VSDS	vector-controlled	VSDS	DC,	Wrim	and	single-phase	AC	Induction	drives.	AC	SCIMSPLIT-PhaseCapacitor-Start	High	PowerHigh	Torque	speed	Start	speed	Slightly	below	Synchronous	or	relay	start
switch	Required	Fixed	or	variable	application	power	tools	CA	fixed	or	variable	phase	files	AC,	variable	variable	speed	derived,	in	gender,	by	full	wave	phase	angle	control	with	triac	(s);	Closed	loop	control	optional.	[88]	AC	SCIMSPLIT-PhaseCapacitor-Run	Moderate	PowerHigh	Startup	Torque	NO	Startup	Parablucially	Long	Life	speed	slightly	below
Synchronouslightly	More	Costly	Blowers	Industrialindustrial	Machinery	AC	SCIMSPLIT-Phase,	AuxiliaryStart	Winding	Powerlow	Powerlow	Starting	Torque	speed	slightly	below	Synchronous	start	switch	or	relay	Required	Home	Appliance	-Polemotor	Low	Costlong	Life	speed	slightly	below	the	synchronous	low	expenditure	torque	Small	Small	values
from	low	efficiency,	home	appliances,	Record	players	AC	synchronous	Motors	ac	iron-rotorsynchronousmotor	(WRSM)	Synchronous	SpeedinHente	greater	Motor	Effective	Engine,	low	power	factor	PiÃ	™	cost	industrial	engines	present	or	speed	€	three-	phase;	VFD	typically	switching	inverter	type	to	switching	the	CS	load	or	inverter	type	vs	PWM	[88]
[90]	accurate	hystesistor	accurate	velocity	noiseno	vibrationhigh	starts	torque	very	much	efficiency	Watches,	timers,	sound	production	or	recording	equipment,	hard	disk,	single-phase	capstan	AC	drive,	two-phase	condenser-start,	capacitor	stroke	motor[93][94]	Synchronous-reluctance	motor	(SyRM)	Equivalent	to	SCIMExcept	more	robust,	more
efficient,	runs	cooler,	smaller	footprintCompete	with	PM	sync	motor	without	demagnetization	issues	Not	widely	available	High-cost	electric	vehicles	Textile	mills	VFD	applications	can	be	standard	DTC	type	or	VS	inverter	PWM	type.[95]	Special	motors	Parachute	motors[83]	Compact	designSimple	speed	control	Average	cost	Average	duration
EquipFans/Pumps	office,	fast	industrial	and	military	servo	motors	Units	can	typically	be	brushed	or	brushless	DC	type.[83]	High-tight	torque	Some	can	be	expensiveRequire	a	controller	Positioning	in	printers	and	floppy	disks;	industrial	machine	tools	Not	a	VFD.	The	stepper	position	is	determined	by	the	pulse	count.[96][97]	This	section	needs	to	be
expanded.	You	can	help	by	adding	it.	(March	2013)	Force	and	Torque	The	fundamental	purpose	of	the	vast	majority	of	electric	motors	in	the	world	is	to	electromagnetically	induce	relative	motion	in	an	air	gap	between	a	stator	and	a	rotor	to	produce	useful	torque	or	linear	force.	According	to	the	Lorentz	Law	of	Force,	the	force	of	a	winding	conductor
can	be	given	simply	by:	F	=	I	l	Ã	B	{\displaystyle	\mathbf	{F}	=	I{\boldsymbol	{\ell	}}\times	\mathbf	{B}	\,\!}	or	more	generally,	to	handle	conductors	with	any	geometry:	F	=	J	=	B	{\displaystyle	\mathbf	{F}	=	J	–	That’s	true.	More	general	approaches	to	calculating	forces	in	motors	use	tensors.	[98]	Ability	If	rpm	is	shaft	speed	and	T	is	torque,	the
mechanical	output	of	a	Pem	engine	is	given	by,[99]	in	imperial	units	with	T	expressed	in	foot-pounds,	P	and	m	=	r	p	m	Ã	T	5252	{\displaystyle	P_{em}={\frac	{rpm\times}{5252}}}	(horse	power),	and,	in	SI	units	with	angular	velocity	of	the	shaft	expressed	in	radians	per	second,	and	T	expressed	in	newton-meters,	P	and	m	=	a	n	g	u	l	a	r	s	p	and	d	Ã	T
{\displaystyle	P_{em}={angularspeed\times	T}}	(watts).	For	a	linear	engine,	with	force	F	expressed	in	newtons	and	velocity	v	expressed	in	meters	per	second,	P	and	m	=	F	Ã	v	{\displaystyle	P_{em}=F\times	{v}}	(watts).	In	an	asynchronous	engine	or	induction,	the	ratio	between	engine	speed	and	air	gap	power	is,	neglecting	the	effect.	the	skin,
given	by	the	following:	P	a	i	r	g	a	p	=	R	r	s	|	I	r	2	{\displaystyle	P_{airgap}={\frac	{R_{r}}{s}}}*I_{r}^{2}}	,	where	Rr	â	rotor	resistance	Ir2	â	square	of	the	induced	current	in	the	rotor	s	engine	slip;	i.e.,	difference	between	synchronous	velocity	and	slip	velocity,	which	provides	the	relative	motion	required	for	the	current	induction	in	the	rotor.
Previous	EMF	Main	article:	Electromotive	force	As	the	winding	of	the	armor	of	an	engine	or	universal	move	through	a	magnetic	field,	have	an	induced	voltage	in	them.	This	voltage	tends	to	oppose	the	supply	of	the	engine	And	so	it	is	called	"Back	Electromotive	Force	(EMF)".	The	voltage	is	proportional	to	the	motor	execution	speed.	The	rear	engine
EMF,	more	voltage	drop	through	the	internal	resistance	and	the	winding	brushes,	must	be	equal	to	the	voltage	to	the	brushes.	This	provides	the	fundamental	mechanism	of	speed	adjustment	in	a	DC	engine.	If	the	mechanical	load	increases,	the	engine	slows	down;	One	of	the	results	of	the	lower	part	of	the	EMF	and	more	current	is	traced	by	the
supply.	This	higher	current	provides	the	additional	torque	to	balance	the	new	load.	[100]	in	AC	machines,	sometimes	it	is	useful	to	consider	a	rear	EMF	source	inside	the	machine;	For	example,	this	is	of	particular	concern	for	a	close	adjustment	of	the	speed	of	induction	motors	on	VFD.	[100]	Losses	The	motor	losses	are	mainly	due	to	resistive	losses	in
envelopes,	base	losses	and	mechanical	losses	in	bearings	and	aerodynamic	losses,	in	particular	where	cooling	fans	are	present.	Losses	also	occur	in	switching,	spark	mechanical	switches	and	electronic	switches	and	also	dissipates	heat.	Efficiency	To	calculate	the	efficiency	of	an	engine,	the	mechanical	output	power	is	divided	by	the	power	of	the
electrical	input:	Ãž	Â	·	=	P	MPE	{DisplayStyle	ETA	=	{frac	{p_	{m}}	{p_	{e	}}}},	where	Â	·	{DisplayStyle	ETA}	is	energy	conversion	efficiency,	PE	{DisplayStyle	P_	{E}}	is	the	power	supply	power	supply	EPM	{DisplayStyle	P_	{M}}	Is	the	mechanical	output	power:	p	e	=	iv	{displaystyle	p_	{e}	=	iv}	p	m	=	t	Ã¯	â	€	{displaystyle	p_	{m}	=	t	omega}
where	v	{displaystyle	v}	It	is	the	input	voltage,	the	{DisplayStyle	I}	is	input	current,	T	{DisplayStyle	T}	is	the	output	torque	and	Ã¯	â	€	{DisplayStyle	omega}	is	output	angular	speed.	It	is	possible	to	analyzically	derive	the	point	of	maximum	efficiency.	Generally,	it	is	generally	less	than	1/2	stall	pair.	[Necessary	quotation]	The	various	regulatory
authorities	in	many	countries	have	introduced	and	implemented	legislation	to	encourage	the	manufacture	and	use	of	higher	high	efficiency	electric	motors.	Electric	motors	have	efficiencies	ranging	from	at	least	15%	for	shaded	pole	engines,	up	to	98%	for	permanent	magnet	engines,	[101]	[102]	with	efficiency	also	dependent	on	the	load.	Peak
efficiency	is	usually	75%	of	the	nominal	engine	load.	So	(for	example)	a	10	HP	engine	is	the	most	efficient	while	driving	a	load	that	requires	7.5	HP.	[103]	Efficiency	also	depends	on	the	engine	size;	The	larger	engines	tend	to	be	more	efficient.	[104]	Some	engines	cannot	work	continuously	for	more	than	a	certain	period	of	time	(for	example	for	more
than	an	hour	per	race)	[105]	Main	article	of	the	bontÃ	factor:	bontÃ	eric	laithwaite	factor	[106]	proposed	a	metric	for	the	"good"	of	an	electric	motor:	[107]	G	=	ï	‰	strength	Ã-	reluctance	=	ï	‰	μ1⁄4	ï	̄	̄	̄	ï	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	ï	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	ï	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	ï	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	̄	G	{\	Displaystyle	G}	is	the	factor	of	goodness	(the	above	1	factors	are	probably
efficient)	to	m,	A	E	{\	DisplayStyle	A_	{M},	A_	{E}}	are	the	cross	section	areasthe	magnetic	and	electrical	circuit	l	m,	l	and	{\displaystyle	l_{m},l_{e}}	are	the	lengths	of	the	magnetic	and	electrical	circuits	Î1⁄4	{\displaystyle	\mu	}	is	the	permeability	of	the	nucleus	¢Ï	{\displaystyle	\omega	}	is	the	angular	frequency	to	which	the	engine	is	driven.
From	this,	it	has	shown	that	the	most	efficient	engines	are	probably	equipped	with	relatively	large	magnetic	poles.	However,	the	equation	refers	directly	only	to	engines	other	than	PM.	Performance	parameters	Torque	ability	of	engine	types	This	section	describes	only	a	highly	specialized	aspect	of	the	associated	theme.	Help	us	improve	this	article	by
adding	more	general	information.	The	discussion	page	may	contain	suggestions.	(March	2012)	All	electromagnetic	engines,	including	the	types	mentioned	above,	derive	the	torque	from	the	vector	product	of	the	interageing	fields.	To	calculate	the	pair	you	need	to	know	the	fields	in	the	air	vacuum.	Once	these	have	been	determined	by	mathematical
analysis	using	FEA	or	other	tools,	the	pair	can	be	calculated	as	the	integral	of	all	force	vectors	multiplied	by	the	radius	of	each	carrier.	The	current	flowing	in	the	winding	produces	the	fields	and	for	a	motor	that	uses	a	magnetic	material	the	field	is	not	linearly	proportional	to	the	current.	This	makes	the	calculation	difficult,	but	a	computer	can	do	the
many	necessary	calculations.	Once	you	do	this,	you	can	use	a	power	and	torque	for	the	engine	selection.	The	maximum	torque	for	a	motor	will	depend	on	the	maximum	current,	although	this	will	normally	be	usable	only	until	the	thermal	considerations	will	have	precedence.	If	you	design	optimally	within	a	given	core	saturation	bond	and	for	an	active
current	date	(torque	current),	voltage,	number	of	pole	pairs,	frequency	of	excitement	(i.e.	synchronous	speed)	and	air-gap	flow	density,	all	categories	of	electric	motors	or	generators	present	virtually	the	same	maximum	continuous	torque	(i.e.	working	torque)	within	a	specific	area	of	the	electromagnetic	vacuum	with	physical	enclosure	cracks.	Some
applications	require	torque	swings	higher	than	the	maximum	torque,	such	as	short	torque	swings	to	speed	up	an	electric	torque	vehicle.	Always	limited	by	the	magnetic	saturation	of	the	nucleus	or	by	the	safe	increase	of	the	temperature	and	operating	voltage,	the	ability	of	couple	bursts	beyond	the	maximum	torque	of	operation	differs	significantly



between	the	categories	of	electric	motors	or	generators.	The	ability	of	couple	bounces	should	not	be	confused	with	the	ability	to	weaken	the	field.	The	weakening	of	the	field	allows	an	electric	machine	to	operate	beyond	the	expected	excitation	frequency.	The	weakening	ofIt	happens	when	the	maximum	speed	cannot	be	reached	by	increasing	the
voltage	applied.	This	only	applies	to	engines	with	controlled	current	fields	and	therefore	cannot	be	obtained	with	permanent	magnet	engines.	Electrical	machines	without	topology	of	the	transformer	circuit,	like	that	of	WRSM	or	PMSM,	PMSM,	Realize	torque	higher	than	the	maximum	designed	torque	without	saturating	the	magnetic	core	and
rendering	any	current	increase	as	unnecessary.	In	addition,	the	permanent	magnetic	group	of	PMSMS	can	be	irreparably	damaged,	if	torque	reinforcements	exceeding	the	maximum	operating	torque	score	are	attempted.	Electrical	machines	with	a	transformer	circuit	topology,	such	as	induction	machines,	dual-powered	induction	electric	machines
and	dual-synchronous	rotor	induction	machines	or	rotor	(WRDF),	show	very	high	torque	explosions	because	the	active	current	induced	by	EMF	on	both	side	of	the	transformer	opposes	each	other	and	does	not	contribute,	so	nothing	to	the	density	of	the	coupled	magnetic	flux	of	the	transformer,	which	will	otherwise	lead	to	saturation	of	the	core.
Electrical	machines	which	rely	on	induction	or	asynchronous	short	circuit	principles	to	a	short	circuit	stroke	of	the	transformer	circuit	and	as	a	result,	the	reactive	impedance	of	the	transformer	circuit	becomes	dominant	as	slip	increases,	limiting	the	active	current	size	(I.e.,	real).	However,	torque	bursts	that	are	two	or	three	times	higher	than	the
maximum	design	torque	are	achievable.	The	Brushless	Rotor	Synchronous	Machine	(BWRSDF)	(BWRSDF)	is	the	only	electric	machine	with	a	truly	dual	gate	transformer	circuit	topology	(i.e.,	both	doors	are	independently	excited	without	short	circuit	port).	[108].	The	topology	of	the	dual-port	transformer	circuit	is	known	to	be	unstable	and	requires	a
set	of	multi-phase	slip-ring	brushes	to	propagate	the	limited	power	to	the	rotor	winding	set.	If	a	precision	means	were	available	to	instantly	control	torque	angle	and	slip	for	synchronous	operation	during	driving	or	generation	while	simultaneously	providing	brushless	power	to	the	rotor	winding	set,	the	active	current	of	the	BWRSDF	machine	would	be
independent	of	the	reactive	impedance	of	the	transformer	circuit.	torque	burst	and	significantly	higher	than	the	maximum	operating	torque	and	well	beyond	the	practical	capacity	of	any	other	type	of	electric	machine	would	be	achievable.	They	were	calculated	to	burst	the	greater	torque	of	eight	times	the	operating	torque	was	calculated.	Continuous
Torque	Density	The	continuous	torque	density	of	conventional	electric	machines	is	determined	by	the	size	of	the	air	gap	area	and	the	depth	of	the	back	of	the	iron,	which	are	determined	by	the	power	of	the	winding	set	of	the	armature,	the	speed	of	the	machine	and	the	density	of	the	air	gap	flow	achievable	before	the	saturation	of	the	core.	Despite	the
high	coercivity	of	the	permanent	magnets	of	neodymium	or	samarium-cobalt,	the	continuous	torque	density	is	practically	the	same	between	the	machines.	With	winding	sets	for	optimally	designed	armor.	The	continuous	torque	density	refers	to	the	cooling	method	and	the	operating	period	allowed	before	the	overheating	of	windings	or	permanent
magneto	damages.	Other	sources	affirm	that	various	electronic	machine	topologies	have	a	different	pair	density.	A	source	shows	the	following:	[109]	Type	of	electric	torque	density	Specification	(NM	/	kg)	SPM	Ã	¢	â,¬	""	AC,	180	Â	°	Current	conduction	1.0	SPM	Ã	¢	â,¬	"Brushless	AC,	120	Â	°	Current	conduction	0.9	-	1,15	IM,	asynchronous	machine
0.7	-	1.0	IPM,	internal	permanent	magnetic	machine	0.6	â,¬"	0.8	VRM,	machine	doubly	salient	reluctance	0.7	Ã	¢	â,¬	"1.0,	where	-	the	specific	torque	density	is	normalized	to	1.0	for	the	SPM"	AC	without	brushless,	current	conduction	of	180	Â	°,	SPM	is	the	machine	for	Permanent	surface	magnet.	The	density	of	the	torque	is	about	four	times	greater
for	electric	motors	that	are	cooled	to	liquid,	compared	to	those	that	are	cooled	to	air.	A	source	that	compares	the	current	current	(DC),	induction	motors	(IM),	permanent	synchronous	magnetic	motors	(PMSM)	and	switched	reluctance	motors	(SRM)	showed:	[110]	DC	im	PMSM	srm	characteristic	of	the	pair	density	3	3.5	5	4	Power	density	3	4	5	3.5
Another	source	detects	that	permanent	magnetic	synchronous	machines	up	to	1	MW	have	a	significantly	higher	torque	density	than	induction	machines.	[111]	Continuous	power	density	The	continuous	power	density	is	determined	by	the	product	of	the	continuous	torque	density	and	the	constant	speed	interval	of	the	pair	of	the	electric	machine.
Electric	motors	can	reach	density	up	to	20KW	/	kg,	which	means	20	kilowatts	of	exit	power	for	kilogram	of	weight.	[112]	Acoustic	noise	and	vibrations	The	acoustic	noise	and	vibrations	of	electric	motors	are	usually	classified	into	three	sources:	mechanical	sources	(eg	due	to	bearings)	aerodynamic	sources	(for	example	due	to	fans	mounted	on	the
shaft)	magnetic	sources	(	For	example	due	to	magnetic	forces	like	Maxwell	and	magnetostrition	forces	that	act	on	the	structures	of	the	stator	and	the	rotor)	the	latter	source,	which	can	be	responsible	for	the	"knotted	noise"	of	the	electric	motors,	is	called	electromagnetic	induced	acoustic	noise.	Standard	The	following	are	the	main	design	standards,
production	and	tests	covering	electric	motors:	American	Petroleum	Institute:	API	541	Form-Wound	Squirrel	Cage	Cage	Motors	-	375	kW	(500	horsepower)	and	broad	American	oil	institute:	API	546	Synchronous	machines	without	Brushes	Ã,	â,¬	"500	kVA	and	wide	American	oil	institute:	API	547	induction	motors	for	formed-shaped	shaped	squirrel	for
generic	use	-	250	hp	and	largest	institute	of	electrical	and	electronic	engineers:	IEEE	STD	112	Standard	test	procedure	for	induction	engines	and	polyphase	generators	Electrical	and	electronic	engineers:	EeeEE	STD	115	guide	for	test	procedures	for	synchronous	machines	Institute	of	electrical	and	electronic	engineers:	IEEE	STD	841	standard	for	oil
and	chemical	industry	Ã	¢	â,¬	"Severe	premium	efficiency	Duty	totally	enclosed	fan	(TEFC)	Squirrel	Cage	Motors	Ã	¢	â,¬"	Up	to	and	including	the	International	Electrotechnical	Commission	of	370	K	W	(500	HP):	IEC	60034	Rotating	Eli	Ctrical	Machines	International	Electrotechnical	IEC	60072	Dimensions	and	series	of	outputs	for	rotating	electric
machines	Association	of	national	electrical	manufacturers:	MG-1	Subscription	engines	and	generators	The	laboratories:	UL	1004	â€	"Standard	for	standard	Indian	electric	motors:	is:	12615-2018	â€"	LineThree	Phase	a.c.	Engines	(IE	CODE)	âœEfficiency	Classs	and	Performance	Specificationâ	(Third	Revision)	Non-magnetic	motors	Main	articles:
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